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LASERWAR laser tag equipment
�LASERWAR company started up in 2006. The LASERWAR brand name takes its origin from one of the first laser tag clubs in Russia (based 
in Smolensk). The experience accumulated over time helped develop own platform for laser tag equipment production. The company started 
developing and producing laser tag equipment. In order to differentiate our equipment from the one produced by other companies, starting 
from 2008, we have been using LASERWAR brand name for our products.�

It has now been 10 years since then. The tremendous work done during that time made LASERWAR the leading developer and producer of 
outdoor laser tag equipment on the territory of the Russian Federation. We have customers in over 60 countries of the world, and this figure 
is growing day by day.

Our play sets have evolved from the first generation of external accumulators and wired connection to the eights generation of fully 
integrated electronics, wireless bluetooth connection, outstanding quality digital effects and feedback technology (tactile feedback). 

LASERWAR equipment has been used in many large scale international laser tag championships, not to mention the numerous local 
competitions. 

The exceptional quality of our equipment at a competitive price is the recipe for your business success. Until now, over 1000 clubs and 
organizations started up laser tag business using LASERWAR equipment. �
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�

exceptional quality 
We pay particular attention to the quality of our products and do everything to make sure that it meets the 
frequently changing requirements of our customers. 

advanced technology developments 
Our technology department specialists are actively developing new laser tag technologies and solutions. 
New things keep being added to the already varied equipment line.

world leading equipment manufacturer
LLC LASERTAG is a world leading laser tag equipment developer and manufacturer. The quality we 
produce becomes the standard on the market.

over 1000 clubs all over the world
LASERWAR is not just our company brand name - it is an army of single-minded people and clubs that use 
our laser tag equipment. The products by LLC LASERTAG are used all over the world. 
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unique 
blasters

Specially developed for 
laser tag

Unique ergonomic design

Optimum distance for 
combat

0

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/uniquely-laser-taggers
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exceptional products quality 
Every day we play laser tag, hold events and organize tournaments. We appreciate our customers sharing their opinion about 
any blaster. The accumulated experience helped us create blasters that are perfect for laser tag. Moulds, investments, years 
of non-stop operation of the 3D printer, all the work done by our engineers, designers and testers resulted in unique 
LASERWAR game blasters. In this section, we will talk about two designs created by LASERWAR from a scratch - AS-12LT 
Predator and MP9-LT Phoenix. These models are must-haves of all rental clubs.  �

universal weapon
The first one was a universal assault rifle with a strong body. The resulting product came out ideal - loved by both 
adults and children, it had good length and comfortable scopes. Effective firing range - 250 metres. The big stock is 
comfortable to hold against one's shoulder. The Picatinny rails have been specially added for any extras. What's more, 
the device produces a loud sound and has a fitted in OLED screen, on which a player's health and ammunition amount are 
displayed.   

our pride
The second game model - which is the MP9-LT Phoenix - is not just a blaster. It is a whole set of tried and tested solutions, 
which are based on laser tag games specifics. Stock construction, the shape of the gun grip and the tactical grip, 
Picatinny rails, false barrel and the OLED display are among those solutions. Light and comfortable, the blaster 
can be used even by younger players. The 780 gram Phoenix has survived crash tests, during which it was dropped 
down from the 8th floor of a building, hit over a wall, and crossed over by a 20 tonne machine. Having been through 
such tests, it still worked fine and got the reputation of the strongest game model.
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Weight

Effective firing range

Length

Performance time, accumulator

АК-12LT  predator 
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The blaster body is made from impact resistant plastic with added polymer components, making it light and durable. The AK-12LT 
play set looks almost identical to its combat prototype developed by Izhmash in 2012.

1 kg

80 - 160 m

70 cm

up to 30 h, Li+(2,2 Ah; 7,4V)

0

$298

click here for more info 

v.9 Smart RGB + feedback (+$10.00) 
v.9 Smart RGB + feedback + OLED (+$30.00) 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/uniquely-laser-taggers/ak12-lt-predator-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/uniquely-laser-taggers/ak12-lt-predator-detail
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Weight

Effective firing range

Length

Performance time, accumulator

MP-9LT  phoenix 
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Ergonomic stock, perfect grip, bright OLED display, reliable reload button, loud speaker.

0,78 kg

300 m

39,5 cm

up to 30 h, Li+(2,2 Ah; 7,4V)

0

$272

click here for more info 

v.9 Smart RGB + OLED (+$20.00) 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/uniquely-laser-taggers/mp9-lt-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/uniquely-laser-taggers/mp9-lt-detail
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Weight

Effective firing range

Length

Performance time, accumulator

Mp-514M  terminator 
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The original Izhmash body was used in the manufacture of the MP-514 TERMINATOR play set. Made from gun steel, the frame 
and the trigger guarantee the reliability of the ready product.

2,5�kg

200�m

77�cm

up to�30�h,�Li+(2,2�Ah;�7,4V)

0

$314

click here for more info 

v.9 Smart RGB + feedback (+$10.00) 
v.9 Smart RGB + feedback + OLED (+$30.00) 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/uniquely-laser-taggers/mp-514-laser-tagger-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/uniquely-laser-taggers/mp-514-laser-tagger-detail
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Weight

Effective firing range

Length

Performance time, accumulator
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krechet

KRECHET is one of the three unique LASERWAR blasters. It is one of the best blasters available for renting out due to its reliability and 
durability �characteristics. Inspired by the legendary Glock. Using that as a basis was no coincidence. �

0,3�kg

40 m

17,5�cm

up to�20�h,�Li+�(1,4�Ah;�7,4V)

$228

click here for more info 

v.9 Smart RGB + feedback (+$10.00) 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/uniquely-laser-taggers/krechet-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/uniquely-laser-taggers/krechet-detail
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sniper rifles
High shot precision 
and long firing range

Authentic look�

Doubled damage

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/sniper-rifles
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exceptional products quality 
In this section, you will find sniper rifles that are perfect for laser tag combats. A sniper must be able to disguise himself, to 
find the target and be composed when shooting. A good sniper can kill a whole group of players on his own. Therefore, the 
weapons must meet a certain criteria. If you are not put off by cold blooded combat and powerful single shots, LASERWAR 
rifles are exactly what you need.  

outstanding scopes
No play set can do without scopes, this is why they deserve particular attention. With the built-in LASERWAR scopes one 
can shoot a target as far as 500 m away. It is not possible to achieve such results in paintball or airsoft. In laser tag, a sniper 
can determine the outcome of a battle. Special scopes are required for such distance. The range of LASERWAR scopes 
is represented by various types, such as scopes with magnification, a mini-collimator, and with various diameter lens. The 
adjustment screws, target reticle backlight and brightness level adjustment drum have all been preserved. 

technical specifications 
LASERWAR li-ion accumulators will not let a player down during long battles. The rifles will operate for up to 30 hours 
without the need to be recharged. The play sets look awesome: stocks with cheekpads, breechblock reload, special tubes 
imitating a sniper rifle silencer. Each detail of play sets is authentic. Fully integrated electronics. This is what makes 
LASERWAR equipment special. 
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Weight

Effective firing range

Length

Performance time, accumulator

МР-512  sniper
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Based on an air rifle of the same name. Plastic body with rubberized inserts making holding it in one's hands as well as against 
one's shoulder comfortable. On top of the gun barrel there is a rail similar to a dovetail joint. It is 11 mm wide and is used for mounting a 
scope.

2,5�kg

200�m

77�cm

up to�30�h,�Li+(2,2�Ah;�7,4V)

$334

click here for more info 

v.9 Smart RGB + feedback (+$10.00) 
v.9 Smart RGB + feedback + OLED (+$30.00) 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/sniper-rifles/mr-512-lasertag-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/sniper-rifles/mr-512-lasertag-detail
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Weight

Effective firing range

Length

Performance time, accumulator

МР-514 CLASSIC
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�
The MP-514 Classic laser tag play set is based on an Izhmash air rifle of the same name. For a long time, it remained the best selling laser 
tag system in Russia. This rifle has top customer satisfaction figures.

2,5�kg

220�m

77�cm

up to�30�h,�Li+(3�Ah;�7,4V)

$334

click here for more info 

v.9 Smart RGB + feedback (+$10.00) 
v.9 Smart RGB + feedback + OLED (+$30.00) 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/sniper-rifles/mp-514-sniper-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/sniper-rifles/mp-514-sniper-detail
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Weight

Effective firing range

Length

Performance time, accumulator

vvs vintorez alfa
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The new feature of the model is its steel body. Even the silencer, which has a fitted in optical system, and the gun barrel are made from 
steel (this is its main distinction from the previous versions). As a result, the weight of the Vintorez ALFA has increased and has become 
identical to that of its combat prototype. It became more reliable, too. Recommended for renting out.

2,6�kg

175�m

89,5�cm

up to�30�h,�Li+(3�Ah;�7,4V)

$440

click here for more info 

v.9 Smart RGB + feedback (+$10.00) 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/sniper-rifles/vss-vintorez-alpha-elite-series-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/sniper-rifles/vss-vintorez-alpha-elite-series-detail
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Weight

Effective firing range

Length

Performance time, accumulator

svk rossich
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This sniper rifle is based on a replica of the AK. It has a shortened magazine. The stock is not foldable.

3,7�kg

220�m

77�cm

up to�30�h,�Li+(2,2�Ah;�7,4V)

$514

click here for more info 

v.9 Smart RGB + feedback (+$10.00) 
v.9 Smart RGB + feedback + OLED (+$30.00) 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/sniper-rifles/svk-rosich-steel-series-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/sniper-rifles/svk-rosich-steel-series-detail
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Weight

Effective firing range

Length

Performance time, accumulator

svd titan
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This sniper rifle is based on a replica of an SVD produced by Izhmash. The production of play sets based on the SVD replica started off mid 
2012. The barrel of the new SVD is made from steel. This allowed to leave the scopes unchanged.

4,1�kg

250�m

136�cm

up to�30�h,�Li+(3�Ah;�7,4V)

$884

click here for more info 

v.9 Smart RGB + feedback (+$10.00) 
v.9 Smart RGB + feedback + OLED (+$30.00) 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/sniper-rifles/svd-sniper-rifle-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/sniper-rifles/svd-sniper-rifle-detail
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Weight

Effective firing range
Length (with stock folded / unfolded)

Performance time, accumulator

M14 DELTA FORCE
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This sniper rifle is based on a G&G airsoft frame. Made from impact resistant plastic and metal alloy with added steel elements. 
The model has been made to a high standard and is very reliable, so we have managed to preserve the original functions of all its 
control elements.

4�kg

220�m

93�cm�/�105�cm

up to�30�h,�Li+(3�Ah;�7,4V)

$770

click here for more info 

v.9 Smart RGB + feedback (+$10.00) 
v.9 Smart RGB + feedback + OLED (+$30.00) 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/sniper-rifles/m14-delta-force-elite-series-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/sniper-rifles/m14-delta-force-elite-series-detail
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Weight

Effective firing range

Length

Performance time, accumulator

MAUSER
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The switch button and the charger jack are at the lower part of the stock. The rail on the top of receiver is for mounting scopes (using 
brackets) or sights with a laser aimfinder. Breechblock reloading.

4�kg

250�m

104�cm

up to�30�h,�Li+(2,2�Ah;�7,4V)

$884

click here for more info 

v.9 Smart RGB + feedback (+$10.00) 
v.9 Smart RGB + feedback + OLED (+$30.00) 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/sniper-rifles/mauser-sniper-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/sniper-rifles/mauser-sniper-detail
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Weight

Effective firing range

Length

Performance time, accumulator

M82-A1  BARRET
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The combat prototype of this rifle was designed by Ronnie Barrett in 1982 and chiefly used for tactical objectives. Now laser tag lovers can 
get an idea what being a special unit member is like. This sniper rifle is based on an airsoft gun. It is of same good quality as is the combat 
gun replica. Steel body.

6�kg

250�m

160�cm

up to�30�h,�Li+(2,2�Ah;�7,4V)

$734.50

click here for more info 

v.9 Smart RGB + feedback (+$10.00) 
v.9 Smart RGB + feedback + OLED (+$30.00) 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/sniper-rifles/m82-a1-barret-steel-series-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/sniper-rifles/m82-a1-barret-steel-series-detail
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Weight

Effective firing range

Length

Performance time, accumulator

SL-9A1 REIN
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Comfortable and reliable, the SL-9A1 is widely used during all majour events, such as the May Manouvres or the Battle of Heroes 
International laser tag tournaments.

3,6�kg

250�m

109�cm

up to�30�h,�Li+(2,2�Ah;�7,4V)

$660

click here for more info 

v.9 Smart RGB + feedback (+$10.00) 
v.9 Smart RGB + feedback + OLED (+$30.00) 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/sniper-rifles/sl91a1rein-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/sniper-rifles/sl91a1rein-detail
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Weight

Effective firing range

Length

Performance time, accumulator

vsk edelweiss
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The VSK is almost fully made from metal, except for the plastic elements on the handguard and the rubberized shoulder piece. The 
dimensions of the rifle are very close to those of the original weapon. Despite the compact size of the body, all the electronics has been 
nicely fitted inside, while the assembly quality remained just as good.

3,3�kg

175�m

92�cm

up to�30�h,�Li+(2,6�Ah;�7,4V)

$554

click here for more info 

v.9 Smart RGB + feedback (+$10.00) 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/sniper-rifles/vsk94edelweis-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/sniper-rifles/vsk94edelweis-detail
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sub-machine guns 
and assault rifles

�Well-balanced 
technical and tactical 
characteristics

Loud rich sound

Realistic switch and 
reload mechanisms

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/assault-rifles
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universal application
Sub-machine guns and assault rifles make up the basis of laser tag games. In all large-scale�events, such as the May laser 
tag tournament or the Open LASERWAR Cup, you can see players with an AKS-74U or an M4-A1 in their hands or with 
similar models. The construction of these blasters is based on airsoft guns, combat weapons replicas and dummy prototypes 
with integrated electronics. Its universal use is explained by its characteristics, which are close to the original, and the fact 
that� the blasters look and feel real.

popular among players
Only the most popular models acknowledged by players from different countries have been included into the category. In the 
presented selection each will find to one's liking: compact sub-machine guns with foldable stocks, authentic lifelike rifles as 
well as the models used by the special forces. �

outstanding technical characteristics

The play sets listed in this section are known not just for their bold look. Thanks to the LASERWAR electronics, the effective 
firing range reaches 200 metres. The lithium-ion accumulators guarantee up to 30 hours of continuous operation of the play� 
sets. When added to the above-mentioned, the lifelike breechblock reloading and the possibility to add extras to the weapon, 
such as collimator sights, torches, tactical grips make them the most reliable blasters that are to become a real nighmare for the 
rivals.
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Weight

Effective firing range

Length

Performance time, accumulator

akm legend
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Was designed in 1959 and entered service same year. Up until nowadays, its various modifications have been deployed by military 
forces in over 60 countries. The AKM LEGEND play set of the STEEL edition is based on a combat weapon replica. Gun steel body, 
wooden handguard and stock, plastic grip and magazine.

3,4�kg

200�m

107�cm

up to�30�h,�Li+(2,2�Ah;�7,4V)

$494

click here for more info 

v.9 Smart RGB + feedback (+$10.00) 
v.9 Smart RGB + feedback + OLED (+$30.00) 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/assault-rifles/akm-legend-steel-series-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/assault-rifles/akm-legend-steel-series-detail
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Weight

Effective firing range

Length

Performance time, accumulator

АК-74М  golden eagle
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The AK-74M play set is based on a combat weapon replica. The defeat sensors required for this play set are sold separately. Breechblock 
reloading.

3,75�kg

185�m

106�cm

up to�30�h,�Li+(2,2�Ah;�7,4V)

$502

click here for more info 

v.9 Smart RGB + feedback (+$10.00) 
v.9 Smart RGB + feedback + OLED (+$30.00) 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/assault-rifles/ak-74m-berkut-steel-series-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/assault-rifles/ak-74m-berkut-steel-series-detail
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Weight

Effective firing range

Length (with stock folded / unfolded)

Performance time, accumulator

Colt  M4-A3  CENTURION
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Metal body with thermoplastic polymer elements. Breechblock reloading. Special LASERWAR scope. Authentic look of the optical system. 
Picatinny rails for collimator sights.

2,73�kg

200�m

84�cm/�92�cm

up to�30�h,�Li+(3�Ah;�7,4V)

$570

click here for more info 

v.9 Smart RGB + feedback (+$10.00) 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/assault-rifles/colt-m4-a3-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/assault-rifles/colt-m4-a3-detail
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Weight

Effective firing range
Length (with stock folded / unfolded)

Performance time, accumulator

HK-416  BERGMAN
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The original Heckel & Koch 416 assault rifle was created in 2004 as an alternative to the American M-4 and M-16. �Based on an air gun. 
Metal body with impact resistant plastic elements. Fully integrated electronics and accumulators. No backlash.

3�kg

185�m

86�cm�/�94�cm

up to�30�h,�Li+(2,2�Ah;�7,4V)

$623.80

click here for more info 

v.9 Smart RGB + feedback (+$10.00) 
v.9 Smart RGB + feedback + OLED (+$30.00) 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/assault-rifles/hkbergmanorg-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/assault-rifles/hkbergmanorg-detail
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Weight

Effective firing range

Length (with stock folded / unfolded)

Performance time, accumulator

АКs-74u  falcon
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The CYMA airsoft gun is same good quality as is the previous version. Cast metal body, same magazine as in the combat weapon replica, 
foldable frame stock and wooden handguard - same as in the combat weapon.

2,5�kg

200�m

62�cm�/�86�cm

up to�30�h,�Li+(3�Ah;�7,4V)

$536

click here for more info 

v.9 Smart RGB + feedback (+$10.00) 
v.9 Smart RGB + feedback + OLED (+$30.00) 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/assault-rifles/aks-74u-falcon-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/assault-rifles/aks-74u-falcon-detail
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Weight

Effective firing range
Length (with stock folded / unfolded)

Performance time, accumulator

as val shadow

The third generation of the AS VAL play set. The new model has been specially designed for laser tag. The gun grip and the handguard 
made from impact resistant plastic, metal body.

2,3�kg

175�m

63,5�cm�/�90�cm

up to�30�h,�Li+(2,6�Ah;�7,4V)
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$554

click here for more info 

v.9 Smart RGB + feedback (+$10.00) 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/assault-rifles/asvalshadow-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/assault-rifles/asvalshadow-detail
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Weight

Effective firing range

Length (with stock folded / unfolded)

Performance time, accumulator

HK-G36-CV  BUNDESWEHR
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Based on the UMAREX airsoft gun. Impact resistant plastic body. The HK G36CV is a blaster with a character. The four weaver rails 
and a unique telescopic stock that folds down along the side of the gun offer unlomited possibilities for customization.

2,7�kg

185�-�275�m

67,5�cm�/�95,5�cm

up to�30�h,�Li+(2,2�Ah;�7,4V)

$514

click here for more info 

v.9 Smart RGB + feedback (+$10.00) 
v.9 Smart RGB + feedback + OLED (+$30.00) 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/assault-rifles/hkg36cv-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/assault-rifles/hkg36cv-detail
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Weight

Effective firing range
Length (with stock folded / unfolded)

Performance time, accumulator

ACR  MASADA

�Based on an airsoft gun. The handguard, the stock and the grip are made from impact resistant plastic. Aluminium gun barrel. All 
the electronic components are integrated inside the blaster.

2,9�kg

185�m

74,5�cm�/�91�cm

up to�30�h,�Li+(3�Ah;�7,4V)

 la
se

rw
ar

   E
LIT

E

$554

click here for more info 

v.9 Smart RGB + feedback (+$10.00) 
v.9 Smart RGB + feedback + OLED (+$30.00) 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/assault-rifles/acrmasada-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/assault-rifles/acrmasada-detail
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Weight

Effective firing range

Length

Performance time, accumulator

L85A1  ROYAL
 la

se
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A bullpup configuration has been used in the L85A1 play set. At the top of receiver, there is a standard sight and a handle for 
more comfortable transportation. They can be removed when not needed. A collimator sight can be used instead.
.

3,4�kg

185�m

90�cm

up to�30�h,�Li+(2,2�Ah;�7,4V)

$654

click here for more info 

v.9 Smart RGB + feedback (+$10.00) 
v.9 Smart RGB + feedback + OLED (+$30.00) 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/assault-rifles/l85a1royal-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/assault-rifles/l85a1royal-detail
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Weight

Effective firing range

Length

Performance time, accumulator

Steyr AUG-3 COBRA

Unlike the prototype model, STEYR AUG-3 has four Picatinny rails: the one at the top of the device is used for mounting scopes, the one at 
the bottom can be used for attaching a vertical tactical grip, while a torch, an aimfinder and any other essential equipment can be attached 
to the side rails.

3,1�kg

185�m

97�cm

up to�30�h,�Li+(2,2�Ah;�7,4V)

 la
se

rw
ar

  O
RI

GI
NA

L

$534

click here for more info 

v.9 Smart RGB + feedback (+$10.00) 
v.9 Smart RGB + feedback + OLED (+$30.00) 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/assault-rifles/steyraug3cobra-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/assault-rifles/steyraug3cobra-detail
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Weight

Effective firing range

Length (with stock folded / unfolded)

Performance time, accumulator

BERETTA ARX-160
 la
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L

BERETTA�ARX-160 is an Italian sub-machine gun designed as part of the Soldier of the Future program (it. Soldato Futuro). The concept of 
the project is the increased productivity and effectiveness of a military man taking part in battle actions, achieved through the technological �
achievements of the 21st century. Almost all the equipment included in the program is used to integrate soldiers into a digital combat control 
system.

2,5�kg

200�m

74,5�cm�/�98�cm

up to�30�h,�Li+(2,6�Ah;�7,4V)

$520

click here for more info 

v.9 Smart RGB + feedback (+$10.00) 
v.9 Smart RGB + feedback + OLED (+$30.00) 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/assault-rifles/arx-160-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/assault-rifles/arx-160-detail
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Weight

Effective firing range

Length

Performance time, accumulator

HK-G36-KV KOMMANDO

HK-G36KV is made from impact resistant plastic. The fully integrated electronics, reliable bluetooth connection and the body, all made to a 
high standard, make the new HK-G36KV one of the top LASERWAR blasters.

3,1�kg

185�m

97�cm

up to�30�h,�Li+(2,2�Ah;�7,4V)

 la
se

rw
ar

  O
RI

GI
NA

L

$534

click here for more info 

v.9 Smart RGB + feedback (+$10.00) 
v.9 Smart RGB + feedback + OLED (+$30.00) 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/assault-rifles/hkg36kv-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/assault-rifles/hkg36kv-detail
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Weight

Effective firing range

Length

Performance time, accumulator

АК-pg cascade
 la
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  S
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Based on a replica of the combat AK-103.

5,2�kg

185�m

106�cm

up to�30�h,�Li+(2,2�Ah;�7,4V)

$754

click here for more info 

v.9 Smart RGB + feedback (+$10.00) 
v.9 Smart RGB + feedback + OLED (+$30.00) 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/assault-rifles/akcascade-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/assault-rifles/akcascade-detail
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Weight

Effective firing range

Length

Performance time, accumulator

АК-BM HAMMER

Based on a replica of the combat AK-103. The standard magazine has been replaced by a drum magazine.

4,1�kg

185�m

97�cm

up to�30�h,�Li+(2,2�Ah;�7,4V)

 la
se

rw
ar

   S
TE

EL

$602

click here for more info 

v.9 Smart RGB + feedback (+$10.00) 
v.9 Smart RGB + feedback + OLED (+$30.00) 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/assault-rifles/akhammer-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/assault-rifles/akhammer-detail
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machine guns
Incredibly powerful 

Foldable bipods

Impressive weigh and look

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/machine-guns
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power and might
In this section, you will find the most daring LASERWAR models. Should you choose to be a machine gunner, be 
prepared for the close attention from your rivals. A player with a machine gun in his hands could have his opponents on their 
toes. 

combat weapon imitation

All the play sets have kept their movement mechanics: the bipods can be unfolded, as well as the shoulder pieces, 
the� handles can change their position. The authentic drum magazines used on some models can't but be admired.   

unique experience
The experience from a game with a machine gun cannot be compared to any other laser tag rifle. This is due to the physical 
sensations one gets from it and the increased firing range. Using the special LASERWAR scopes helped increase the 
effective firing range to 300 metres. The li-ion accumulators provide up to 30 hours of continuous operation.  

the choice of real soldiers

A good machine gunner has to be physically strong, for the play sets are rather heavy. Yet if you want to terrify players by 
producing blaring shots, then LASERWAR machine guns are just what you need.
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Weight

Effective firing range

Length

Performance time, accumulator

pkm typhoon
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The Kalashnikov's machine gun has become the benchmark of gun power and rate of fire. It combines big weapons load and high mobility. 
Now laser tag players can have this weapon! This play set is based on an airsoft gun of an exceptional quality, has foldable bipods and an 
open sight.

6,75�kg

250�m

130�cm

up to�30�h,�Li+(2,2�Ah;�7,4V)

$1005.80

click here for more info 

v.9 Smart RGB + feedback (+$10.00) 
v.9 Smart RGB + feedback + OLED (+$30.00) 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/machine-guns/pkm-typhoon-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/machine-guns/pkm-typhoon-detail
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Weight

Effective firing range

Length

Performance time, accumulator

rpk armada 

The model is based on a replica of the RPK-74C produced by Izhmash. Realible steel frame with polyamide inserts. The set has rails similar to 
dovetail for mounting a scope. The steel bipods are foldable and are easy to use.

5,6�kg

250�m

123�cm

up to�30�h,�Li+(2,2�Ah;�7,4V)

 la
se

rw
ar

   S
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EL

$564.80

click here for more info 

v.9 Smart RGB + feedback (+$10.00) 
v.9 Smart RGB + feedback + OLED (+$30.00) 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/machine-guns/rp74k-s-armada-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/machine-guns/rp74k-s-armada-detail
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Weight

Effective firing range

Length

Performance time, accumulator

FN Minimi ESKADRON
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The combat version of this hand machine gun was designed by a Belgian company FN Herstal. Its batch production started at the beginning 
of the 1980s. The machine gun has foldable bipods and an open sight. Metal body with aluminium inserts. The handguard is made 
from impact resistant ABS plastic, the barrel is metal alloy. Renting out is not recommended.

7�kg

250�m

130�cm

up to�30�h,�Li+(2,2�Ah;�7,4V)

$634

click here for more info 

v.9 Smart RGB + feedback (+$10.00) 
v.9 Smart RGB + feedback + OLED (+$30.00) 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/machine-guns/fnmininmisaw-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/machine-guns/fnmininmisaw-detail
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Weight

Effective firing range

Length

Performance time, accumulator

RPK-74M HAIL

Based on a replica of the RPK-74M produced by Izhmash. Reliable steel frame with polyamide inserts. Fitted with rails similar to dovetail used for 
mounting a scope. The steel foldable bipods are very comfortable and easy to use.

5,5�kg

250m

123�cm

up to�30�h,�Li+(2,2�Ah;�7,4V)

 la
se

rw
ar

   S
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EL

$524.80

click here for more info 

v.9 Smart RGB + feedback (+$10.00) 
v.9 Smart RGB + feedback + OLED (+$30.00) 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/machine-guns/rpk-74m-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/machine-guns/rpk-74m-detail
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submachine 
guns

Unbelievable 
firepower

Full internal 
integration

Compact design

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/sub-machine-guns
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With extra equipment added, a compact sub-machine gun turns into a dangerous weapon. The play sets are particularly 
powerful at mid-range distances: the small diameter lens increases the effective firing range to 200 metres. It is as 
effective at short distances though. When used inside a building, the blaster won't leave a single chance to the enemy. The 
lithium-ion accumulators used in the devices guarantee up to 30 hours of continuous operation.

compact and universal
Submachine guns are something special for laser tag. Many call it a universal weapon. Being compact, they suit any age 
category, starting from kids and girls, ending with men. If you want to be mobile on a battlefield, to be able to quickly change 
your position and switch between targets, then you must have a play submachine gun in your arsenal.

Reliable base
The models listed in this section are based on large-dimension airsoft guns. Most of them are fitted with Picatinny rails used 
for collimator sights, tactical grips and torches.

powerful weapons
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Weight

Effective firing range

Length (with stock folded / unfolded)

Performance time, accumulator

KRISS  VECTOR
 la
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E

Based on an airsoft gun made in Taiwan. Made from metal with thermoplastic polymer elements. The electronic components are compactly 
fitted inside of the body. No backlash. The safety catch and the fire mode selector function independently, which is the distinctive feature of 
the play set. �

3,55�kg

150�m

58�cm�/�80�cm

up to�30�h,�Li+(2,6�Ah;�7,4V)

$980

click here for more info 

v.9 Smart RGB + feedback (+$10.00) 
v.9 Smart RGB + feedback + OLED (+$30.00) 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/sub-machine-guns/krissvector-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/sub-machine-guns/krissvector-detail
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Weight

Effective firing range
Length (with stock folded / unfolded)

Performance time, accumulator

bison

Based on an airsoft gun, the new BISON is made from metal and impact resistant plastic (gun grip, magazine). Its dimensions are almost 
identical to those of the combat gun replica. Breechblock reloading. The safety catch has kept its usual function and is used for switching the 
device on.

2,8�kg

150�m

65�cm�/�90,5�cm

up to�30�h,�Li+(3�Ah;�7,4V)

 la
se

rw
ar

  O
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L

$514

click here for more info 

v.9 Smart RGB + feedback (+$10.00) 
v.9 Smart RGB + feedback + OLED (+$30.00) 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/sub-machine-guns/bison-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/sub-machine-guns/bison-detail
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Weight

Effective firing range

Length

Performance time, accumulator

mp-661 drozd
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�The Drozd submachine gun for laser tag is based on the MP-661K airsoft gun produced by Izhmash. It is compact and lightweight. 
Therefore, women and children are the target market for this model.

1,5�kg

150�m

50�cm

up to�30�h,�Li+(0,8�Ah;�7,4V)

$448

click here for more info 

v.9 Smart RGB + feedback (+$10.00) 
v.9 Smart RGB + feedback + OLED (+$30.00) 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/sub-machine-guns/drozd-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/sub-machine-guns/drozd-detail
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Weight

Effective firing range

Length

Performance time, accumulator

Mp-661 GRIFFIN

The play set is based on the MP-661K airsoft gun. The Weaver rail at the top of the model is used for attaching a collimator sight. It is  
also fitted with a standard scope.

2,3�kg

150�m

80�cm

up to�30�h,�Li+(2,2�Ah;�7,4V)

 la
se
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ar
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$472

click here for more info 

v.9 Smart RGB + feedback (+$10.00) 
v.9 Smart RGB + feedback + OLED (+$30.00) 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/sub-machine-guns/mr-661-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/sub-machine-guns/mr-661-detail
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Weight

Effective firing range

Length (with stock folded / unfolded)

Performance time, accumulator

uzi sting
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�Based on a pneumatic air gun Gletcher UZM. The switch button and the charger jack are almost unnoticeable and do not spoil the authentic 
look of the blaster in any way.

1,86�kg

150�m

74,5�cm�/�98�cm

up to�30�h,�Li+(0,8�Ah;�7,4V)

$374

click here for more info 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/sub-machine-guns/uzi-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/sub-machine-guns/uzi-detail
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Weight

Effective firing range

Length

Performance time, accumulator

М-10 INGRAM

The body is entirely made from steel, which is the chief advantage of the new submachine gun and which makes it a great model for 
renting out. The electronic components are compactly fitted inside of the frame.

1,7�kg

150�m

41�cm

up to�30�h,�Li+(3�Ah;�7,4V)

 la
se

rw
ar
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$346

click here for more info 

v.9 Smart RGB + feedback (+$10.00) 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/sub-machine-guns/ingram-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/sub-machine-guns/ingram-detail
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Weight

Effective firing range

Length

Performance time, accumulator

r-90 KAYMAN
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The R90 play set is based on the Classic Army airsoft gun. The compact size and light weight are the main advantages of this model. 
The body is made from impact resistant ABS plastic. The assembly scheme of the bullpup type allowed our specialists to fully integrate 
the electronics inside.

2,76�kg

150�m

69�cm

up to�30�h,�Li+(0,75�Ah;�7,4V)

$460

click here for more info 

v.9 Smart RGB + feedback (+$10.00) 
v.9 Smart RGB + feedback + OLED (+$30.00) 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/sub-machine-guns/p-90-kayman-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/sub-machine-guns/p-90-kayman-detail
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Weight

Effective firing range

Length

Performance time, accumulator

guardian

�
Based on the MP-651 air gun. Polymer plastic body. The modyfied trigger is extra reliable. The polyamide plug at the bottom of the 
magazine protects the electronics from any harmful external impact. The speaker fitted inside of the magazine produces nice quality 
sound.

0,754�kg

150�m

43�cm

up to�24�h,�Li+(0,8�Ah;�7,4V)

 la
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ar
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$302

click here for more info 

v.9 Smart RGB + feedback (+$10.00) 
v.9 Smart RGB + feedback + OLED (+$30.00) 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/sub-machine-guns/guardian-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/sub-machine-guns/guardian-detail
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Weight

Effective firing range

Length (with stock folded / unfolded)

Performance time, accumulator

M4 ARIZONA
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The M4 ARIZONA has no real combat equivalents. It has been specially designed by the Ares company as an airsoft gun. Its main features 
have been borrowed from MP-6 KURZ submachine gun, so the two models look very much alike. Still, the ARIZONA is a very special 
blaster with many advantages.

1,6�kg

150�m

41�cm�/�65�cm

up to�10�h,�Li+(1,4�Ah;�7,4V)

$496

click here for more info 

v.9 Smart RGB + feedback (+$10.00) 
v.9 Smart RGB + feedback + OLED (+$30.00) 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/sub-machine-guns/m-4-arizona-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/sub-machine-guns/m-4-arizona-detail
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Weight

Effective firing range

Length

Performance time, accumulator

MP-5G KURZ

Based on an air gun. Made mostly from impact resistant ABS plastic. Metal magazine. We would like to draw your attention to the fact that 
the magazine is made from metal and comes with the set.

1,49�kg

150�m

51�cm

up to�10�h,�Li+(1,4�Ah;�7,4V)

 la
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ar
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$434

click here for more info 

v.9 Smart RGB + feedback (+$10.00) 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/sub-machine-guns/kurz-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/sub-machine-guns/kurz-detail
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pistols 
Smaller shooting mark 

Ergonomic triggers

Can be used as an
additional weapon2

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/pistols
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power and might
Laser tag pistols are the kind of weapons that are likely to save a player's life in critical moments. If you are short of 
cartridges, have come into a building where you have to be quiet and quick and cannot waste the cartridges in your main 
weapon, then LASERWAR pistols will give you another chance.

ideal additional weapon
Players mostly use these play sets as an additional weapon. Small and lightweight, they are always at hand.

exceptional characteristics
The construction of the play models is based on real combat prototypes. When someone holds one for the very first time, it 
feels very much like real weapon. The scope barrels allow to find a target as far as 80 metres away. The effective firing range 
of the pistols not fitted with scope barrels is 40 metres. In this category of blasters, we use compact li-ion accumulators. 
They guarantee up to 10 hours of continuous operation. A cocking-piece or a slide used for reloading, smooth running trigger, 
the safety catch with its usual function.

players' recognition

Laser tag models have gone through comprehensive testing inside abandoned buildings, at field conditions for hours at 
a stretch. None of the blasters listed here will let a player down at a critical moment. For reliability is above all. �
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Weight

Effective firing range

Length

Performance time, accumulator

grach 
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� This is the first laser tag pistol in our arsenal with fully integrated electronics, as well as the scopes, recommended both for renting 
out and for personal use.

0,52�kg

40�m

19�cm

up to�10�h,�Li+(0,75�Ah;�7,4V)

$334

click here for more info 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/pistols/grach-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/pistols/grach-detail
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Weight

Effective firing range

Length

Performance time, accumulator

HITMAN

The result of the hard work of our engineers is  this Hitman play set. Based on the Yarygin pistol, this play set will become the first laser 
tag pistol  with fully integrated electronics recommended both for renting out and for personal use.

0,72�kg

80�m

32,5�cm

up to�10�h,�Li+(0,75�Ah;�7,4V)

 la
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ar
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$364

click here for more info 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/pistols/hitman-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/pistols/hitman-detail
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Weight

Effective firing range

Length

Performance time, accumulator

DESERT  EAGLE
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The Desert�Eagle is the number one choice used in films, computer games and TV programs. The prototype of this pistol was used during 
the filming of the Snatch, �the Predator, as well as in many movies starring Arnold Schwarzenegger. Players can hold the lightweight pistol 
with only one hand, which makes the Desert Eagle play set an ideal additional weapon for a sniper or a stormtrooper. �

0,9�kg

40�m

27�cm

up to�10�h,�Li+(0,75�Ah;�7,4V)

$416

click here for more info 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/pistols/deserteagle-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/pistols/deserteagle-detail
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Weight

Effective firing range

Length

Performance time, accumulator

aps

The chief distinctive feature of this blaster is that it has no traditional polyamide scope barrel. The system of sights used in APS has been 
specially designed for pistols and provides an effective firing range of up to 50 metres. Same system has been used for the GRACH play set.

0,885�kg

150�m

22,5�cm

up to�10�h,�Li+(1,4�Ah;�7,4V)

 la
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ar
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$414

click here for more info 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/pistols/stechkinpistol-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/pistols/stechkinpistol-detail
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Weight

Effective firing range

Length

Performance time, accumulator
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The Stechkin automatic pistol is certainly one of the best domestically manufactured pistol models. Despite the fact that the APB was 
discontinued five years after the start of the batch manufacture, it is still being used by the subdivisions of the SRRT,the special forces and 
the OMON.  We just improved it and brought it back to life. 

0,95�kg

80�m

37,5�cm

up to�10�h,�Li+(0,8�Ah;�7,4V)

APB STECHKIN

$434

click here for more info 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/pistols/stechkinapb-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/pistols/stechkinapb-detail
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Effective firing range

Length

Performance time, accumulator

GLOCK

The Glock is a range of pistols designed by the Glock company for the needs of the Austrian army. It has an airsoft body and no cocking-
piece, which are the distinctive features of this blaster. The body of the play set is made from a metal alloy with added aluminium, making 
the GLOCK exceptionally strong.

0,6�kg

40�m

20�cm

up to�10�h,�Li+(0,75�Ah;�7,4V)
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$418

click here for more info 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/pistols/glockorg-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/pistols/glockorg-detail
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grenade launchers 
Effective against other equipment 

Used in large-scale tournaments

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/shotguns-lasertag
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power and might
Military equipment is used during big games for transporting players. It can be used to deploy sabotage groups and to move 
the "killed" for respawning. The pace of the game increases, while the players manage to save their energy and time on 
moving around the play field. If the equipment cannot be destroyed by laser tag blasters, it serves as an 
armoured train.  

universal equipment for big games
LASERWAR grenade launchers are great for large-scale games. A grenade launcher and the Dome imitation weapon 
system when used together can turn any military vehicle into a game element. Tanks, AFVs and IFVs stop being just the 
means of transportation of players. They can be destroyed, captured or used as a shield.

authenticity and quality standard
The play versions of the grenade launchers look identical to their combat prototypes. Therefore, when transporting the play 
sets, it is recommended that you use special LASERWAR bags or other cases. Ballistic data imitation has been actualized in 
the grenade launchers: the infrared impulse is activated within a second from the moment the shot button has been pressed - 
which authenticity lovers cannot but appreciate. This, when added to the 200-metre effective firing range, the laborious 
aiming, the loud audio make these play sets unique. They are sure to be remembered for their power and ease of use.
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In this play set, our special delayed explosion imitation function has been implemented. The infrared impulse is activated within one second 
after the shot button has been pushed. The effective firing range is 200 metres. It must be noted that the RPG-22L is a single-shot weapon 
(must be reloaded after each shot). To reactivate the play set, one needs to restart it.

1,5�kg

200�m

75�cm

up to�30�h,�Li+(2,2�Ah;�7,4V)

RPG-22L THUNDER

$300

click here for more info 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/shotguns-lasertag/rpg-22l-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/shotguns-lasertag/rpg-22l-detail
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Weight

Effective firing range
Length (with stock folded / unfolded)

Performance time, accumulator

MGL-6  RECCE

This six-chamber grenade launcher is based on the M32 MGL model made by Milkor(Pty)Ltd. The body is made from aluminium and impact 
resistant ABS plastic. The five Weaver rails can be used for attaching various equipment, starting from a scope and ending with a tactical 
grip and a laser aimfinder. There are two positons for the stock.

2,88�kg

200�m

69�cm�/�59�cm

up to�30�h,�Li+�(2,2�Ah;�7,4V)
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$680

click here for more info 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/shotguns-lasertag
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/shotguns-lasertag
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shotguns
Ideal for premises

Wide shot radius

Sharp reload 
sound

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/shotguns-lasertag
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unconventional design
The shotguns presented in this section are fitted with a scope barrel that has been specially designed for them. This makes 
them first of their kind. The play sets are ideal for short distances, they can be used inside premises, for their effective firing 
range is 40 metres. The shot radius allows the player to knock down several rivals by pressing the trigger just once.

ergonomic and bold
The special feature of shotguns is their ergonomic pistol grip and anatomically shaped handguard. Thanks to the corrugated 
surface and the nice shape, the grips are comfortable to hold and players' hands won't get tired even after a long game. The 
shotguns will suit those players who are brave enough to burst into a group of rivals and open fire. If you are a bold guns 
lover and pull no punches with your enemies, then you must go for a shotgun.

technical characteristics
The lithium-ion accumulators fitted inside of the shotguns guarantee up to 30 hours of continuous operation. Besides, the 
Picatinny rails can be used for attaching extra equipment.
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The DESTROYER is a unique play set. It has been specially designed by our engineers for laser tag. This is one of the first models which 
marked the start of the LASERWAR company as the developer and manufacturer of specialized equipment. Impact resistant plastic body. Its 
great characteristics make it a top close combat weapon.

2,2�kg

80�m

74�cm

up to 48�h,�Li+(2,2�Ah;�7,4V)

destroyer

$294

click here for more info 

v.9 Smart RGB + feedback (+$10.00) 
v.9 Smart RGB + feedback + OLED (+$30.00) 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/uniquely-laser-taggers/destroyer-laser-gun-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/uniquely-laser-taggers/destroyer-laser-gun-detail
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Effective firing range

Length

Performance time, accumulator

GASTAT

This model is an airsoft replica of the Benelli M4.�Looks bold and immaculate. Aluminium gun barrel and magazine. The mobile 
handguard and the grip are made from impact resistant plastic. The plastic is pleasant to the touch, the corrugated grip is comfortable to 
hold. The blaster does not have a stock, which allows a player to stay mobile inside premises.

2,1�kg

40�m

65�cm

up to�30�h.,�Li+�(2,2�Ah;�7,4V)
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$378

click here for more info 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/shotguns-lasertag/gastat-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/shotguns-lasertag/gastat-detail
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weapons of 
the WWII

Legendary weapons

A part of history 
brought into the 
game

Used during reconstruction of most 
prominent battles

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/ww2guns
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�

universal application
The models in this section are the reconstructions of the weapons used during the war. They take a special place among our� 
products range. If you want to feel the connection to the history, using the models from this section will allow you to do this.  

special atmosphere and authenticity
Besides their usual application, the play sets will make a great display material that has preserved history in it. The forward-
folding stock of the MP-40, the complete reload cycle of the PPSH, the wooden parts of the Thompson's won't be 
left unnoticed. The authentic details make these play sets popular at large-scale scenario games. It is particularly 
important to create special atmosphere during such events. Therefore, it is vital that the play sets look accordingly.� �

thorough approach to affinity

We did our best to keep both the look and the game characteristics of the play sets identical to those of the prototypes. 

Particular attention to technical characteristics
The effective firing range of these blasters is 100 - 185 metres. The built in li-ion accumulators provide up to 30 hours 
of continuous operation. The special feature of these blasters is their durable bodies and reliable electronics. The 
LASERWAR-made historical models got their second life.
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Based on the PPSH-M pneumatic air gun produced by the LLC Molot-Firearms. The play set can be switched on by means of the fire 
mode selector located next to the trigger. The charger jack is at the back of the stock and is protected by a special plug.

3,17�kg

100�m

80�cm

up to�30�h,�Li+(3�Ah;�7,4V)

ppsh

$474

click here for more info 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/ww2guns/ppsh-41-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/ww2guns/ppsh-41-detail
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Weight

Effective firing range

Length

Performance time, accumulator

MP-40 SCHMEISSER

�
Based on the combat MP-40 replica. The dimensions of the play set are very close to the original. Advance security switch lock, 
breechblock reload. The steel stock makes transportation easy.

3,75�kg

185�m

103�cm

up to�30�h,�Li+(2,2�Ah;�7,4V)
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$434

click here for more info 

v.9 Smart RGB + feedback (+$10.00) 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/ww2guns/mp-40-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/ww2guns/mp-40-detail
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The Thompson's submachine gun M1A1 is a simplified version of the M1928 model designed during the war time to lower production 
costs (made in 1943). Used to have a free breechblock, reload grip on the right-hand side of the receiver, wooden handguard, the 
barrel without finning or muzzle break, and was only used with a box magazine.

4,6�kg

185�m

100�cm

up to�30�h,�Li+�(2,2�Ah;�7,4V)

thompson's submachine gun M1A1 

$454

click here for more info 

v.9 Smart RGB + feedback (+$10.00) 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/ww2guns/tommy-1-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/ww2guns/tommy-1-detail
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Weight

Effective firing range

Length

Performance time, accumulator

mosin-Nagant 

The Mosin-Nagant is the famous Russian small arms model. It was used in the Russo-Japanese War, the WW1, and afterwards served 
well the soldiers of the Red Army during the hard period of the Great Patriotic War.

4,3�kg

200�m

138�cm

up to�30�h,�Li+�(2,2�Ah;�7,4V)
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$980

click here for more info 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/ww2guns
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/ww2guns
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defeat sensors
Multiple zones

Multi-level player notification system: light 
and sound notification

Hygiene issues considered
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registering and indication systems
In this section, you will discover everything that registers hits in laser tag games: Smart RGB bands, vests, wireless helmets 
with covers. The functions of multiple zones, vibroindication and of the background light have been actualized in all our 
products. They have been fitted with an anti-cheat sistem. If you are hit, this will be recorded by the system of electronics. No 
need for arguments, proof or witnesses. The extra bright LEDs used on our products will be visible throughout the shot length. 
In conclusion, the modern laser tag hits registering sensors have a multi-level player notification system.   

comfortable bands
The Smart RGB bands have a removable cuff. If you are renting your equipment out, then you will only need to change the 
cuffs in order to be able to supply your players with clean headbands. The polycarbonate body of the sensors is impossible to 
break.

tactical vests
The tactical vests are fitted with defeat sensors as well as with the MOLLE system, which allows to attach additional 
pockets and a water pack to it.

protective helmets
The protective helmets are true copies of the real helmets which military services are equipped with. Depending on the 
edition, they either come with a cover or without one. They can be regulated to fit any head size. The helmet is padded with 
soft shock absorbing material. Therefore, the helmets do not create any discomfort during the game.
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Weight

Performance time, accumulator

The straps are made from the same material that is used in the manufacture of the headbands. The lining is made from a special hygienic 
fabric, which provides air circulation and extra comfort during an intense game. The vest weighs 556 grams. The length of the straps can be 
regulated to fit any size. The special feature of the laser tag vest is its background light, which helps to differentiate the allies and the rivals. 
There are 15 brightness levels to choose from. The background light will not give away the player's location if it is off or if the lowest brightness 
level is selected. If it is dark outside or when in the premises, the maximum brightness levels will make all the players visible.

0,566�kg

up to�36�h,�Li+�(2,2�Ah)

smart rgb laser tag vest

$178
click here for more info 

ACU and Multicam (+$10.00) 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/hit-sensors/lasertagvest-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/hit-sensors/lasertagvest-detail
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Performance time, accumulator

Six defeat sensors, multiple zones feature, anti-cheat function, background light. The vests are equipped with li-ion accumulators. They  
guarantees up to 24 hours performance time. The vests can be regulated by special buckles on the straps and will fit sizes 46 - 60. The 
sticking out ends of straps can be tucked into the special rubber loops. There are special bands all over the surface of the vests used for 
attaching extras by means of the MOLLE system. We omitted integrated pockets, so that players can choose whether to add any extras to 
their vests or not according to their preferences.

0,95�kg

up to�24�h,�Li+(2,2�Ah)

smart rgb tactical vest

$190
click here for more info 

ACU and Multicam (+$10.00) 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/hit-sensors/rgbtvest-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/hit-sensors/rgbtvest-detail
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Performance time, accumulator

LASERWAR would like to introduce its unique Smart RGB headband. It is the result of long painstaking work of our company. We 
have no doubts about the fact that the headband will strongly influence the game process and will meet the demands of many players. The 
use of the term "smart" is no coincidence, for it is, indeed, a smart RGB headband. This device, unique of its kind, makes it possible to 
view laser tag at a different angle. Each defeat sensor has a vibration motor. Only the sensors that receive the infrared impulse will go off. 
There is a special setting used for activating the background light, it has 15 brightness levels. This parameter can be adjusted depending 
on the type of the play field on which the action takes place. �

3,17�kg

80�cm

Smart RGB headband

$90
click here for more info 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/hit-sensors/laser-tag-headband-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/hit-sensors/laser-tag-headband-detail
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A replica of the MICH tactical helmet. Integrated defeat sensors 
and LEDs. Adjustable size. Made from impact resistant ABS 
plastic. High quality soft shock absorbing pads inside for added 
comfort.

The Covers are cross-shaped pieces of fabric with the fitted on 
them defeat sensors. Their purpose is transforming a tactical 
helmet into a decent laser tag play set. Absolutely any tactical 
helmet can be transformed for a laser tag game just like that.

tactical helmet cover 

1,6�kg 1�kg

up to�24�h,�Li+�(2,2�Ah) up to�24�h,�SLA�(1,2�Ah;�12V)

$130
click here for more info 

$98
click here for more info 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/hit-sensors
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/hit-sensors
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/hit-sensors/helmetcover-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/hit-sensors/helmetcover-detail
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additional equipment
Allows prompt settings 
adjustment in field conditions 

Widens the choice of 
game scenarios

Can be used in any 
weather
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The devices were designed from a scratch. We have always paid particular attention to the look of our products and made 
sure that they did not look like a box filled with electronics. The stickers, clear icons and inscriptions�will help players 
understand the purpose of the device and its principle of operation. The additional devices are fitted with li-ion accumulators. 
Therefore, same charger can be used for all the models and there is no confusion about jacks, cables and plugs.

additional devices
Now that you have decided upon your play weapons, now is the time to think about additional devices. The special 
equipment listed in this section will help you vary game scenarios. 

the equipment for various objectives
Here, you will find everything a player may need: remotes used for setting up game equipment in field conditions, first aid kits 
used for restoring health and ammunition of laser tag players, targets used for rifles adjustment, as well as other devices that 
recharge play sets, prepare them for transportation and equip with additional sights. The equipment for members of 
demolition squad starts from hand grenades and ends with tripwire mines. Demolition specialists will be 
certainly busy at the play field. 

design and technical specifications
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Size Size

Performance time, accumulator Performance time, accumulator

This universal device suits absolutely any scenario and replaces 
many additional devices. The universal base is the 
new generation of play sets. It has a wide selection of functions.

Explosive device imitator (Nuclear case) is shaped as a case 
made from black impact resistant plastic. To activate or 
deactivate it, one must enter a password on its digital keyboard. 
All setting up can be done through the admin menu without the need 
to connect to�  a PC.

6,5�kg 1�kg

27х�27�х�38,5�cm 26�х�21�х�16�cm

up to�24�h,�Li+�(2,2�Ah) up to�36�h,�Li+�(2,2�Ah)

universal base nuclear case ivu

$176
click here for more info 

$176
click here for more info 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/devices/commandpost-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/devices/commandpost-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/devices/lasertagbomb-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/devices/lasertagbomb-detail
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�

The new feature of the latest checkpoint version is the strip of 
RGB LEDs. It is brighter than the standard LEDs strip and 
combines LEDs of several colours. The checkpoint operates in
combination with blasters. When it is captured, the blasters 
produce the sound signal "Checkpoint has been captured".

�
This play system has incorporated all the best features of the 
previous versions of checkpoints. Battlefield PRO imitates 
checkpoint capture. It is universal and can be used not only for 
laser tag scenarios, but also in paintball and airsoft.

1,6�kg 1�kg

27х�27�х�38,5�cm 26�х�21�х�16�cm

up to�24�h,�Li+�(2,2�Ah) up to�24�h,�SLA�(1,2�Ah;�12V)

RGB checkpoint Battlefield PRO

$110
click here for more info 

$138
click here for more info 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/devices/domination-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/devices/domination-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/devices
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/devices
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By accentuating the important elements of the first aid kit, we 
made its design attractive yet functional. The red and yellow 
edging around the button matches the overall design and makes 
the button look bigger and more prominent. The recognizable 
symbols on the device wont's leave one confused as to what its 
purpose is.

�
Metal body. A permanent plastic sticker attached at the top. The kit 
has extended functions. There are three game modes: Health, 
Ammunition, Energy. The parameters of game modes can be set up 
both in field conditions and by means of a laser tag configurator.

0,48�kg 1,47�kg

22�х�11�х�8�cm 25�х�14,5�х�5,5�cm

up to�36�h,�Li�(2,2�Ah;�7.4V) Li+�(2,2�Ah)

basic first aid kit smart first aid kit 2.0

$70
click here for more info 

$110
click here for more info 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/devices/medkid-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/devices/medkid-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/devices/smartkit-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/devices/smartkit-detail
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The main feature of the Medic play set is its extended settings. 
The device will restore health and ammunition, as well as function 
as a first aid kit, anomaly point, ammo replenishment point, etc.

0,23�kg

14,5�х�9�х�3,2�cm

4�x АА batteries�(1,5�V)

medic

The new LASERWAR RGB target has an improved design, bright 
backlight, a display with visual settings and is easy to program in 
field conditions. This is a must have device for any rental club. It 
will help one adjust one's rifle and to while away the time before 
the start of a game.

0,48�kg

22х�11�х�8�cm

up to�36�h,�Li�(2,2�Ah;�7.4V)

RGB target 

$50
click here for more info 

$80
click here for more info 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/devices
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/devices
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/devices/rgbtarget-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/devices/rgbtarget-detail
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The Universal point combines the functions of three well-known 
devices: revival point, anomaly point and radiation point. The new 
equipment can emulate the work of the abovementioned devices 
either one by one, or randomly.

0,994�kg

12,5�cm

up to�10�h,�Pb�(1,2�Ah;�12V)

universal point

The Dome is a system that imitates armoured vehicles and 
structures bomb attack. It is used in every second big laser tag 
game. It is popular due to its set of functions, reliability and 
compact size. It can be set up using the laser tag configurator.

0,47�kg

13�х�13�х�13�cm

up to�48�h,�Li+�(2,2�Ah;�7,4�V)

dome 3.0

$98
click here for more info 

$88
click here for more info 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/devices
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/devices
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/devices/universal-point-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/devices/universal-point-detail
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Size Size

Voltage Performance time, accumulator

Has a specially developed motherboard.�Compared to the older 
versions, its chief advantage is the improved power wiring, 
data� tracks and SMD electronic circuits. We have managed to 
increase the quality of the electronic components by applying to 
it a triple layer of coating. 

The Pro remote is a real portative station that can replace a 
computer. The rough surface of the plastic body makes holding it 
comfortable and the player is not likely to drop it.  The unique wide 
OLED display stays bright in the sun and all the parametrs it 
shows are clearly displayed. This is very convenient. �

0,134�kg 0,3�kg

13,5�х�7�х�2,5�cm 15�х�8�х�3�cm

3�V Li�(2,2�Ah;�7,4�V)

universal remote PRO remote

$50
click here for more info 

$118
click here for more info 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/devices/universal-remote-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/devices/universal-remote-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/devices/remotepro-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/devices/remotepro-detail
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Accumulator type

Size

Effective range

Power source

This remote has been specially designed for game organizers that 
highly value comfort and the ability to stay mobile.

Designed for configuring technical and tactical characteristics of 
laser tag weapons of the 4th - 7th generations, as well as 
additional devices. It uses USB interface to connect to a PC. It 
combines compact dimensions, new universal connection 
technologies, and it does not have an accumulator.

0,022�kg 0,045�kg

5,7�х�3,7�х�1,5�cm 7�х�5�х�3�cm

up to�3�months

CR2032 battery

1-2�m

USB cable�(5V)

NANO remote USB base

$19.20
click here for more info 

$38
click here for more info 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/devices
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/devices
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/devices/usb-base-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/devices/usb-base-detail
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VoltageVoltage

AmperageAmperage

WattageWattage

WeightWeight

�The Firefly has been designed for charging six Smart RGB
headbands simultaneously. Visual indication system. Same 
LASERWAR design.

The device has been designed for charging simultaneously 
six play sets fitted with lithium-ion accumulators.

7,5�V 7,5�V

0-0,66�А 0-0,7�А

30�W 40�W

0,45�kg0,45�kg

spider charger firefly charger

$88
click here for more info 

$88
click here for more info 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/devices/charger-spider-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/devices/charger-spider-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/devices/firefly-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/devices/firefly-detail
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Model name Model name

Amperage Amperage

Voltage Voltage

Capacity Capacity

Wattage Wattage

Used for charging lithium-ion accumulators. Used for charging lead-acid accumulators with a nominal voltage 
of 12V, which can be found in earlier versions of laser tag 
equipment.

Smart�Li+ УЗ�205.04

8,4�V 14,4�/�13,7�±�0,1

0,6�А 0�-�0,25�А

0,75�-�3�Ah 0,7�-�3�Ah

up to�10�W up to�10�W

Smart Li+ charger sonar charger

$17.60
click here for more info 

$17.60
click here for more info 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/devices/li-charger-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/devices/li-charger-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/devices/sonar-detail
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa/devices/sonar-detail
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Weight

Performance time, accumulator

Length

The LASERWAR laser biathlon successfully passed beta testing during two big events (the Russian Federation Ministry of 
Defense Innovations Day and the Moscow City Day). The laser module we use is a class 1 laser product. Which means it is safe 
under all conditions of normal use. The biathlon set comes with a belt which makes carrying the rifle around 
comfortable. The design features of the belt make it possible for a player to take the rifle off from it and prepare to shoot and then hang it 
behind one's back just as quickly.

17,35�kg

120�x�32�cm

up to�10�h,�SLA�(2,2�Ah;�12V)

laser biathlon 2.0

$2200
click here for more info 

http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa
http://laserwar.us/index.php/equipment-shop/laser-tag-equipment-for-sale-usa
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development
Our work begins with an idea and is 
carried  through to the final product, which 
is perfect and flawless. Every day our 
programmers, engineers, designers and 
testers   develop the technologies that 
later become the standard of laser tag 
industry. 

LASERWAR specialists create electronic 
components, cards circuit design, write 
hundreds of thousands of codes for 
microschemes and laser tag 
configurators. We pay special attention to 
the look of the devices that we create.The 
interface of our program and applications 
lacks unnecessary elements, it is clear 
and simple. Anyone will manage the task 
of setting up play sets. 
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production
Producing play sets is a difficult process. 

It involves tracing and designing printed 
circuit boards, electronic parts assembly, 
applying a special protective coating over the 
electronics and the final assenbly.  

Vast industrial areas, special equipment and 
strict control at every stage of development. 
Сomputerized process, reliable electronic 
components allow us to produce equipment 
of outstanding quality. 

Our play sets passed GOST and CE 
certification. The optical system passed 
biological safety testing.
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quality control 
All LASERWAR products go through our 
quality control department. 

We imitate various weather conditions 
which our equipment must withstand. We 
test the equipment on special vibrating 
stands, in refrigerators and rain cameras.

After putting the products through such 
tests, we can guarantee that it can be 
used in any weather conditions.

Besides, before being sent to our clients, 
our laser tag blasters have all their 
functions checked. This includes 
examining their look, bluetooth 
connection, OLED displays.

The sights are adjusted using a special 
machine tool. 

Therefore, the customer receives the 
equipment that can be used for a game 
right away.

The functions of the additional equipment 
pass all the comprehensive testing.

The multiple level fault detection and 
elimination system makes LASERWAR  
additional devices extra durable and thus 
suitable for rental clubs
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our aim
We aim to turn laser tag into the most 
popular tactical game all over the world. 

To do this, we develop and produce top 
game equipment, hold international 
tournaments, supply our products to 60 
countries. 

We keep our customers informed about our 
products and developments, provide with 
technical support, do our best to promptly 
respond to all enquiries. Our customers' 
satisfaction is our top priority. We also 
provide advice and information on laser tag 
business basics.���

LASERWAR specialists stay busy 
developing new technologies and 
solutions, improve the quality and the 
functions of the equipment we produce. 
The Plug in & Play principle applies to all 
our play sets. 

We now have our permanent 
customers among our players and 
rental club owners. For us, laser tag is a 
not just a combination of letters and 
words - it is a whole philosophy, the 
path we have chosen in our life. 

Anyone who would like to join us is 
welcome. We will supply you with best 
laser tag equipment ever, prompt 
technical support and the latest versions 
of gadgets.
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LASERWAR taser tag equipment 

Unique blasters

PISTOLS 

SNIPER RIFLES

GRENADE LAUNCHERS

SUBMACHINE GUNS

SUBMACHINE GUNS AND ASSAULT RIFLES

AK-12LT PREDATOR 
MP-9LT PHOENIX 
MP-514 TERMINATOR 
KRECHET

GRACH
HITMAN
DESERT�EAGLE�

MP-514 SNIPER 
MP-514 CLASSIC 
VVS VINTOREZ ALPHA 
SVK ROSSICH
SVD TITAN
M14 DELTA FORCE 
MAUSER
M82-A1 BARRET 
SL-9A1 REIN
VSK EDELWEISS

PKM TYPHOON�
RPK ARMADA�
FN�Minimi�ESKADRON �
RPK-74M HAIL

KRISS�VECTOR� 
BISON� 
MP-661 DROZD� 
MP-661 GRIFFIN
�UZI STING� 
М-10�INGRAM 
R-90�KAYMAN
GUARDIAN
М4�ARIZONA
MP-5G�KURZ�

AKM LEGEND
AK-74M GOLDEN EAGLE
Colt M4-A3 CENTURION 
HK-416 BERGMAN
AKS-74U FALCON
AS VAL SHADOW��
HL-G36-CV BUNDESWEHR� 
ACR�MASADA

L85A1�ROYAL
Steyr�AUG-3�COBRA �
BERETTA�ARX-160� 
HK-G36-KV�KOMMANDO�
AK-PG CASCADE�
AK-BM HAMMER

06
07
08
09

58
59
60

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

40
41
42
43

46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

32
33
34
35
36
37
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GRENADE LAUNCHERS

SHOTGUNS

WEAPONS OF THE GREAT PATRIOTIC WAR PERIOD

DEFEAT SENSORS

ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT

ABOUT US

�
APS
�APB STECHKIN 
GLOCK���

RPG-22LTHUNDER� 
MGL-6�RECCE

DESTROYER
GASTAT

PPSH
�MP-40 SCHMEISSER
Thompson’s submachine gun M1A1 
Mosin-Nagant

�
Smart RGB laser tag vest
Smart RGB tactical vest 
Smart RGB headband 
Tactical helmet
Cover

Nuclear case IVU 
RGB checkpoint 
Battle ield�PRO�
Basic first aid kit
Smart first aid kit 2.0
Medic
RGB target
DOME 3.0
Universal point
Universal remote
PRO remote
NANO remote
USB base
Spider charger
Firefly charger
Smart Li+ charger
SONAR charger
Laser biathlon 2.0

Universal base

Development
Production
Quality control
Our aim

61
62
63

66
67

70
71

74
75
76
77

80
81
82
83
83

86
87
87
88
88
89
89
90
90
91
91
92
92
93
93
94
94
95

86

96
97
98
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CONTACT US

+1 323 338 7275

http://laserwar.us

sales@laserwar.us�

40/2, Popova street, Smolensk, Russia

http://laserwar.us
http://mailto:sales@aserwar.us



